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An experimental and theoretical study of transport in constricted geometries in the
two-dimensional electron gas in high mobility GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructures is de-
scribed. A discussion is given of the influence of boundary scattering on the quantum
interference corrections to the classical Drude conductivity in a quasi-ballistic regime,
where the transport is ballistic over the channel widlh, but diffusive over its length.
Additionally, results are presented of a recent study of fully ballistic transport through
quantum point contacts of variable width defined in the two dimensional electron gas.
The zero field conductance of the point contacts is found to be quantized at integer
multiples of 2e /h, and the injection of ballistic electrons in the two dimensional
electron gas is demonstrated in a transverse electron focussing experiment.

l Introduction
A variety of length scales governs the electron transport at low temperatures (see Table
I). The mean free path /,. in a degenerate electron gas is determined by elastic scattering
from stationary impurities. In homogeneous samples the classical transport can be
described by the local Drude conductivity OD = ne2le/mvr, with n the electron gas
density, \F the Fermi velocity, and m the electron effective mass. In a two-dimensional
electron gas (2-DEG) this classical expression can also be written äs OD = (e2/h) kflf,
with kF — m\Flh the Fermi wave vector. The Drude conductance GD of a 2-DEG
channel of length L and width W is GD = (W\L)oD. In two dimensions the smallest
System for which a conductivity can be defined is a square of side of order /,. The
above expression for the conductance CD of a larger channel can thus be seen äs the
result of the classical addition of such small squares in a (Wjlt) by (L/4) array (see Fig.
1). It is clear that any correlation between the squares is neglected in this approach.

It is now well known that such correlations are important because of quantum in-
terference [1]. Constructive interference between time reversed backscattered electron
waves leads to a conductivity decrease known äs weak localization. Clearly, a pre-
requisite for this quantum interference effect is that the electrons maintain their phase
coherence over a lime τ^, long compared to the elastic scattering lime t, = lf/\F.

Table I. Length scales for electron transport at low temperatures

elastic mean free path /„ = ν,-τ, Fermi wavelength λΐ = 2n/kr

phase coherence length /^ = (Ώτφγ
12 thermal length lT=(hD/kT)'~

magnetic length 1B = (h/eß)1'2 cyclotron radius /f = hkfleB
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Fig. l Jdealized picture of the Drude
conductance; diffusive motion occurs
on length scales large compared to le,
and ballistic motion on shorter length
scales.

The phase coherence length is a diffusion length given by Ιφ = (Dt^,)1 , with
D — v//t,/2 the diffusion constant. The localization is one-dimensional (1D) if
Ιφ> W. A second interference effect is the occurrence of universal (magneto)
conductance fluctuations (UCF) in small samples, caused by interference of electrons
on different trajectories [2]. This effect has two characteristic length scales, /^ and the
thermal length /^s (hD/kT)112. From a beautiful series of experiments performed in
the diffusive regime in metal rings [3] and in silicon MOSFETs [4] the quantum in-
terference corrections to the Drude conductivity are known to be non-local on length
scales smaller than 1$ .

Classically, the simple scaling formula GD = (W/L)aD breaks down on length scales
short compared to the mean free path. In this paper we distinguish a quasi — ballistic
regime (L £> lr > W), where the electrons move ballistically over the sample width, but
diffusively over its length, and a fully ballistic regime (lf > W,L). The scattering of the
electrons by typical smooth electron gas boundaries is specular, because of the large
Fermi wave length (λρ ~ 40 nm) . We note that the presence of voltage probes on the
channel sides will in general have an inextricable influence on the electron transport
[5]. We will here concentrate on channels which are smooth constrictions connected
by broad 2-DEG regions to ohmic contacts (see Fig. 2). While in the quasi-ballistic
regime the measured conductance is an intrinsic property of the narrow channel, this
is no longer the case in the ballistic regime. Here the channel does not have an intrinsic
resistance and, äs we will discuss below, the conductance is determined by a geomet-
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Fig. 2 Transport in constricted regions
of length L and width W for three
mobility regimes. Ciosed trajectories,
necessary for weak localization, occur
in the diffusive and quasi-ballistic re-
gimes. Only open (a) trajectories oc-
cur in the ballistic regime, where the
resistance is a geometrical constriction
effect, associated with trajeclories of
type (b).
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rical constriction effect. If λί is comparable to the constnction width it is possible to
study quantum balhstic transport.

In the quasi-ballistic regime we have experimentally [6] and theoretically [7] inves-
tigated weak locahzation and UCF in long narrow channels defined in moderately high
mobility GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructures. In the first part of this paper we give a
qualitative account of the effect of a magnetic field on these quantum interference ef-
fects in narrow channels for various mobility regimes. An unsolved problem is pre-
sented by the breakdown of coherent diffusion on timescales shorter than τ,, which is
important if t^ and τ, are comparable.

In the fully ballistic regime disorder related quantum interference effects are absent.
In metal physics Sharvin [8] point contacts (i.e. constrictions much narrower and
shorter than the mean free path) can ideally be used to study ballistic transport. We
have very recently succeeded in fabricating such point contacts in the 2-DEG of high
mobility GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructures [9,10]. A split-gate lateral depletion tech-
nique allows the width of the constrictions to be continuously varied (between 0 and
200 nm). We have found lhat the conductance of these quantum point contacts ex-
hibits quantized plateaux at integer multiples of 2<?2/Λ if their width is varied. An ex-
planation of this novel effect is given in terms of the quantization of the transverse
electron momentum in the narrow part of the constriction. A semi-classical treatment
of the quantized conductance in such ballistic point contacts is presented and, alter-
natively, it is discussed in the context of the Landauer formula [16].

Finally, the existence of skipping orbits of electrons in the 2-DEG is demonstrated
in a transverse electron focussing experiment. Here electrons are injected by one point
contact and, after deflection by a magnetic field and repeated reflections on a 2-DEG
boundary, they are collected by a second point contact. Fmestructure in the focussing
spectra, attributed to interference of the ballistic electrons, is resolved at low temper-
atures.

2 Flux Cancellation Effect on Weak Localization and UCF
Weak localization originales in the construclive interference between a closed electron
trajectory and its time reverse. A magnetic field destroys this effect, leading to a neg-
ative magnetoresistance. A semi-classical treatmeni in terms of electron trajectories is
allowed for channels much wider than the Fermi wavelength. The ID-weak localiza-
tion conductance correction can be expressed äs a time integral over the classical
probability of return C(f)[12]

2 r°°

• -T- i l <*<·«><·""'« > · <»£
M·

The factor exp( — //τ^) accounts for the fact that only electrons which have retained
their phase coherence over a time / can interfere constructively. In a magnetic field a
phase difference φ(ί) develops between time reversed trajectories. This effect is taken
into account by the factor < exp ίφ> . The brackets, denote an average over impurity
configuralions. For weak magnetic fields this factor decays äs exp( — ι/τΒ) (see Ref.
[7]). The meaning of the relaxation time τΒ is that, in the presence of a magnetic field
B, trajectories with a duration ; exceeding τβ no longer contribute to the localization. '
On length scales larger than /, the probability density of return is given by

-= (4nDi)-*'2. One thus finds [1]

f-L + -JLU + ** (2);
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We defme a critical field B for the suppression of weak localization äs the field for
which τφ = τΒ. The relaxation time IB in a narrow channel with specular boundary
scatlering has been calculated in Ref. [7] , for the quasi-ballistic regime (see Refs.
[13 ... 15] for other regimes). In Table II the main results of the analysis are summa-
rized. In this section we present a simple physical Interpretation of these results.

Table II. Magnetic field phase relaxation time tB and critical field B for ID-weak lo-
calization [7,13] (C, = 9.5 and C2 = 24/5). In the quasi-ballistic regime the critical
field is enhanced äs a consequence of the flux cancellation effect.

Diffusive (/,« W, L) Quasi-ballistic (W < /,« L)

1D ll ί> W1

6/i

W\Fle

Weak

weak
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Strong field Wlt %
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> / j l>^ 2
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c

The effectiveness of a magnetic field in suppressing weak localization depends in an
interesting way on the shape of the electron trajectories. Three regimes can be distin-
guished, depending on the relative magnitudes of /„ W, and the magnetic length
IB = (ti/eB)'". This is illustrated in Fig. 3, where the relaxation time τΒ is plotted äs a
function of le/W for a fixed ratio 1B! W. The non-monotonous dependence of τβ on /,
can be understood äs follows.

In the diffusive regime (/, < W,L) an increase of the mean free path is seen to lead
to a decrease of τΒ . The phase change for a closed loorj is given by the enclosed flux
divided by h/e, or equivalently, by its area divided by 1B. In the diffusive regime the
enclosed area for a trajectory of duration IB is of order W(Di^12 . Setting this area
equal to ll one finds (apart from numerical coefficients) the diffusive regime result for

m
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Fig. 3 Phase relaxation time tB äs a
function of the elastic mean free path
/,. The plot is obtained by a numerical
calculation [7] with V= lOH^.
Dashed lines are analytic results (see
Table II) The results show the charac-
teristic dependence of IB on /, in, re-
spectively, the diffusive and
quasi-ballistic regime. The latter re-
gime can be subdivided in a weak
(W7,//j< 1) and a strong (H^/,//^> 1)
field regime.
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ΪΒ listed in Table II. The decrease of τΒ on increasing le is thus simply a consequence
of the faster diffusion, leading to a larger enclosed area for a given duration
(D = ν,/,/2) .

On further increasing the mean free path the quasi-ballistic regime is reached. In this
regime frequent collisions with the boundary lead to a crossing of the returning
electron trajectories. Since the various closed parts of such trajectories are traversed
in opposite directions the net enclosed flux is greatly reduced
(/Jux cancellation effeci)[\6]. This effect is illustrated in the inset of Fig. 4. A weak
and strong field regime have to be distinguished, depending on the ratio WlfH'B. This
ratio corresponds to the maximum phase change on a closed trajectory of linear ex-
tension /,,.

In the weak field regime (WI,I1~B < 1) , many impurity collisions are needed before the
electron loop encloses sufficient flux for a complete phase relaxation. In this regime
a further increase of the mean free path does not lead to a larger enclosed flux, because
the effect of the larger loop area is compensated by the increased flux cancellation.
Consequently TÄ in the plot of Fig. 3 is approximately constant. On comparing the
result for B in the weak field regime with the result for the diffusive regime, we see
an enhancement of the critical field by a factor (/„/HO1'2 (see Table H).

The strong field regime is reached if WlfH\ > l (note that the theory only applies for
fields limited by the condition 1B > W ). Under these conditions, trajectories involving
a single glancing angle reflection from the channel boundary enclose sufficient flux.
In this regime the phase relaxation for trajectories of a given duration f is no longer
determined by the average linear extension, but by the probability for these glancing
angle reflections to occur. This probability is proportional to the number of impurity
collisions, and thus to l//,. The relaxation time ΤΛ accordingly increases with /, in this
regime (see Fig. 3).

As seen in Fig. 3 the results given in Table II for the various asymptotic regimes
agree very well with the results of a numerical calculation. For comparison with ex-
periments in the quasi-ballistic regime the following simple Interpolation formula can
be used:

weak strong

with τ % and τ^Γθη8 äs given in Table II. So far we have assumed that the transport „
is diffusive on lime scales corresponding to τ^. This will be a good approximation only
if τφ > τ,. As we have discussed elsewhere [6], a modification of Eq. (1) is necessary ^
to take the breakdown of coherent diffusion into account in the case that τφ and τ, are ~
comparable. We note that for very high mobility channels, with smooth boundaries, '"
the weak localization effect vanishes, because the ballistic electron motion prevents the__
backscattering needed for this effect (see Fig. 2). ~j~'

We now turn to the related problem of the magnetoconductance fluctuations pb-~i
served in small samples. From the experimental data a conductance auto correlation r
function F(AB) = < 6G(B)5G(B + AB) > with 6G(B) = G(B) - < G(B) > can be deter- |
mined. Here the average is over magnetic field values [2]. The field increment Δ£* ̂
such that F(AB,) = F(0)/2 is by definition the correlatipn field, while F(0) represents the
variance. At T = 0 the variance F(Q) is of order (e /h) . At fmite temperatures in Λ

quasi-one dimensional channels (W <ζ Ιφ < L), F(0) can be approximated by [7]

Here 1T accounts for the non-monochromaticity of the electrons associated with the 4?
thermal smearing of the Fermi-Dirac distribution [2] . This effect is of importance -̂
only if 1T < L. On length scales L larger than Ιφ the relative magnitude of the fluctu- ̂ f

>ν·Ί
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ations jF(0)l/i/Gß decreases äs L l/2 äs a consequence of the classical averaging over
uncorrelated Segments of length l^. (For comparison we nole that OG/0i./GD does not
depend on L if L > Ιφ). The expression (4) for the variance applies to the diffusive and
quasi-ballistic regimes, under the assumption of coherent diffusion (τ, <ζ τψ). As men-
tioned earlier in the context of weak localization, these disorder related quantum in-
terference effects vanish for purely ballistic electron motion.

The correlation field ABC depends on the shape of the trajectories (via the enclosed
flux), and this is where boundary scattering plays an essential role. Even though the
type of trajectories involved differs from the closed trajectories responsible for weak
localization, the problem of determining Δ5Γ is essentially the same äs the one for B*
discussed before. As a typical example the theoretical results [7] for the correlation
field are plotted in Fig. 4 for the diffusive and quasi-ballistic regimes (for the case
1T > Ιφ). This figure clearly shows the enhancement of the correlation field äs a con-
sequence of the flux cancellation effect in the quasi-ballistic regime.

8

Quasi-
ballistic

le-5W

Diffusive

6 8
Ιφ/1«

10

Fig. 4 Plot of the correlation flux
φ, s ABJlfW (in units of hie ) for
Universal Conductance Fluctuations
äs a function of the phase coherence
length Ιφ (normalized by the clastic
mean free path) in the quasi-ballistic
and diffusive regime. The inset illus-
trates the characteristic flux cancella-

12 tion: the shaded areas are equal and
of opposite orientation.

3 Quantum Point Contacts
The conductance of ballistic, or Sharvin, point contacts is purely determined by its
geometry, and by the electron momentum at the Fermi level hkf. For simplicity we
consider the equivalent (by the Einstein relation) transport problem of uncharged
particles [11], where the current arises äs a consequence of the concentration gradient
or chemical polential difference Δμ across the constriction. The electron distribution
in k-space in the constricted region is schematically drawn in Fig. 5. The current /
passing through a constriction of length L and width W equals the number of excess
carriers present in the constriclion (WL)N^I2 , divided by the transit time
L/\fcos<t> . Here 7V„ = m/nft2 is the 2-DEG areal density of states (assuming spin-
degeneracy). The conductance G s Α>2/Δμ is thus G = (\ß)e1N0W< Vjrcos φ >, where
the brackets denote an angular average over positive values of cos φ. .Classically, all
values of φ have equal weight, leading to a conductance [9]

G =

proportional to the constriction width and the Fermi momentum.

(5)

We have recently fabricated the first ballistic point contacts in the 2-DEG in high
mobility GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructures [9,10]. A split-gate lateral depletion tech-
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Fig. 5 Electron distribution in k-space
in a constricted 2-DEG region. The
current in the x-direction is carried by
ballistic electrons in the shaded area.
Quasi-one-dimensional electric sub-
bands (horizontal lines), lead to the
quantized conductance of Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6 Conductance of a ballistic
quantum point contact at 0.6 K äs a
function of gate voltage in the absence
of a magnetic field. The inset shows
the sample geometry. The dashed line
schematically indicates the 2-DEG
boundary. Note that the point con-
tact is actually a constriction of finite
length.

nique [17] is used to vary the constriction width continuously. On varying the gate-
voltage we have found the two-terminal conductance of these ballistic point contacts
to exhibit quantized plateaux at integer multiples of 2e2/h in the absence of a magnetic
field (see Fig. 6) [18]. This novel effect can be understood äs a consequence of the
quantization of the transverse electron momentum in the narrow region, whereby only
discrete values for the angle φ are allowed (see Fig. (5)). These values correspond to
one-dimensional electric subbands with Jtv = ± nnjW, n = 1,2,... Nc\ the total number
of subbands (or channels) Nc is the largest integer smaller than kFW/n (for a square
well lateral confming potential). Each subband carries an equal amount of current,
because the loss in forward momentum for large n values is compensated by an in-
crease of the l D density of states. From the classical correspondence with Eq. (5) it
thus follows that G = (2c2/h)Nc . In the actual experiment a local change in electron
gas density ns = kf/2n accompanies a change in constriction width. We note that these
changes have a similar effect on the number of subbands, and thus on the conductance.
In order for the preceding theoretical arguments to apply one needs a channel longer
than wide, so that life time broadening of the l D subbands in the constriction is un-
important. This assumption appears to be validated by our experiment.

The above semi-classical approach can be substantiated by the quantum mechanical
Landauer formula [11,19]

G =
2e

Nc(\-r) (6)

where r is the fraction of electrons injected in the constriction which scatter back into
the wide 2DEG regions. Originally, this type of formula was derived to treat a disor-
dered region connected by means of ideal leads to thermalizing reservoirs, in which all
inelastic scattering events are thought to take place exclusively. Apparently, quantum
point contacts provide a model System which closely approximates such an idealized
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wire, in which the absence of a disordered region leads to r — 0 , and thus to
G = Nc(2e2/h).

We now digress to discuss a more general applicability of the formula
G = Nc(2e2jh) to ballistic transport. First of all, the two-terminal conductance of a
2-DEG in the quantum Hall regime is given by G = NL(2e2/h), with NL the number of
occupied Landau levels (still assuming spin degeneracy). This number is given by
NL - £>/ftü>c = kflc/2, with lc = m\FleB the classical cyclotron radius. This number of
Landau levels equals the number of quantum edge states at the Fermi energy [20],
which are localized within a distance 2/c from the electron gas boundary. These edge
states take the place of the l D electric subbands which, äs explained above, cause the
quantized conductance of ballistic point contacts in the absence of a magnetic field.
The above point of view has been confirmed very recently by experiments showing that
the quantization of the two-terminal conductance of ballistic point contacts is pre-
served in a magnetic field, the only change being that Nc is replaced by the number of
occupied magneto — electric subbands [21] in the constricted region [22] .

Finally, we remark that under certain conditions four — terminal measurements in
the ballistic regime can also be undersiood in terms of the preceding considerations.
The four-terminal resistance measured over a constriction is then
A4, = (hl2e~)(N{~} — N2~*) , with N} the number of subbands in the constriction and
N2 the number of Landau levels in wide regions near the voltage probes. This formula
has been used to describe the suppression of the Sharvin contact resistance by a mag-
netic field in a four-terminal set-up [23].

4 Coherent electron focussing
In 1965, Sharvin proposed a metbod to study Fermi surfaces in metals, in which
ballistic electrons injected by a point contact are focussed by a longitudinal magnetic
field onto a second, collecting, point contact [8] . We have performed [10] an electron
focussing experiment in a 2-DEG in the transverse field geometry [24]. The exper-
imental arrangement is shown in Fig. 7. In this geometry the scattering of the injected
electrons by the 2-DEG boundary can be studied by comparing the intensities of the
focussing peaks associated with multiple reflections, or skipping orbits, of the
electrons. The experimental results, shown in Fig. 8, clearly establish that injection
of ballistic electrons is realized in this experiment. The large number of classical
focussing peaks observed (at 4 K.) proves thal the scattering at the 2-DEG boundaries
indeed is highly specular, äs we have assumed thoughout tbis paper.

At low temperatures interesting finestructure is apparent in the focussing spectra.
We believe that this is caused by interference of electrons on different skipping orbits
from injector to collector. The experiment thus refiects the spatial coherence of the
injected ballistic electrons. We are currently studying a quantitative model for this

Fig. 7 Layout of the split-gate (shaded
area) double point contact structure
for transverse electron focussing ex-
periments in a 2-DEG. Crossed
squares are ohmic contacts. The gate
separates injector (i) and collector (c)
areas from the bulk 2-DEG. The
dashed line indicates an electron tra-
jectory in a magnelic field.
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Fig. 8 Transverse electron focussing
spectra showing classical, equidistant,
focussing peaks at 4 K and
fine structure at low temperatures.
Calculated positions of the classical
focussing peaks are indicated by ar-
rows. The inset illustrates typical tra-
jectories, corresponding to the first
and second maxima.

-0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6
B (T)

effect. We conclude by noting that the transverse electron focussing geometry of Fig.
7 offers excellent opportunities to study the precise role of the coupling of voltage
probes to quantum conductance channels. This is especially so in view of the fact that
a point contact may be the least disturbing voltage probe [11,19] which can be realized
with the present state of the art.

Valuable contributions to the work described in this paper have been made by M.E.I.
Broekaart, L.P. Kouwenhoven, J.M. Lagemaat, P.H.M. van Loosdrecht, J.E. Mooij,
J.A. Pals, M.F.H. Schuurmans, C.E. Timmering and J.G. Williamson. The high mo-
bility samples needed for this work were grown by C.T. Foxon and J.J. Harris.
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